The Obvius AcquiSuite platform provides site owners and operators with the freedom and flexibility to easily work with any inverter and any monitoring solution

- SunSpec Certification for plug and play integration with the most inverter models in the industry
- Device agnostic backbone allows users to work with virtually any inverter, meter or sensor
- Multiple upload channels allow users to own their own data and work with any monitoring platform
- Intuitive ModBus write interface allows for smart inverter controls

INDUSTRY PROBLEM
Volatilities in today’s solar market resulted in owners and operators having a sudden need to change monitoring platforms. Many data-logging solutions either do not allow changes to be made easily or require a full hardware replacement. The industry requires a solution allowing users to make their own hardware and software choices while maintaining leading functionality and ease of use.

- Bankruptcies of common industry platforms caused O&M groups to be without data for months
- Closed solutions do not allow asset managers to change or evaluate alternative monitoring platforms without losing data
- Single channel uploads do not allow for data redundancy or backup
- Forced software dependency results in immobile historic records

OBVIUS SOLUTION
The SunSpec Certified A8810 AcquiSuite allows operators to easily control how their data is managed, while providing multiple upload channels to ensure that critical data is never lost. The AcquiSuite is also hardware and software agnostic, meaning you can integrate with virtually any platform and enjoy unparalleled future-proof flexibility.

- Multiple upload channels allow users to simultaneously send data to variable locations including monitoring platforms, data repositories and multiple data users
- An open platform gives owners the ability to use and evaluate any software monitoring system
- Easy configuration allows users to make changes without hiring an expensive specialist
- Free Building Manager Online (BMO) 3.0 software acts as a backup data warehouse for historical record keeping and data assurances
WHAT MAKES THE A8810 ACQUISUITE DIFFERENT?

- Solar owners and operators want a data logging solution that will:
  1. Work with any inverter
  2. Work with any monitoring software
  3. Be easy to setup and operate
- Competing products offer partial solutions but are unable to deliver all three
- The Obvius AcquiSuite is a complete package of variable inverter integration, monitoring platform flexibility, industry leading functionality and an easy-to-use interface

Keys to Solar Asset Flexibility

Future Proof Your Solar Investment.
Obvius. Flexible Simplicity.

Future proof your solar investment with the Obvius AcquiSuite:
- Intuitive interface
- Drop down menus
- No need for developers, specialists or experts
- Plug and play with SunSpec compliant devices
- Simple Inverter Controls
- Flexibility to use any Meter, Sensor, Weather Station or Inverter
- SunSpec integration
- Leverage past hardware investments
- Pivot to new technology
- Flexibility to use any inverter
- Work with any monitoring software
- Be easy to setup and operate

Easy Setup and Use
- Key to low cost installation, maintenance
- Software based solutions

Use any Software
- Flexible on software, but inflexible on hardware
- Flexible on hardware, but inflexible on software

Use any Inverter
- Customizable, but expensive to develop & maintain
- Key to site design flexibility

Inverter based solutions
- Key to evolving data needs